Victories in 2020

God blessed CBR with numerous victories and unexpected blessings in 2020. Here are a few examples of what is made possible by your faithful support of our ministry.

Baby Saved at University of Central Florida

Volunteer Madeleine was weary after sharing the pro-life message with students in the hot sun. On her way to take a break, she walked by a sad-looking young woman and God prompted Madeleine to ask what she was thinking. The student, Jenny, icily responded: “Abortion is necessary in certain circumstances like financial difficulties.” Madeleine asked if this was a justifiable reason to kill a child after birth and Jenny said “No.” She eventually acknowledged a preborn child is deserving of “human rights,” and then began to pace and blurted out, “To be honest, I stopped birth control over a month ago, missed my period, and I think I’m pregnant.” Jenny asked, “What do I do?” and “How can I make this decision?” Madeleine told her there is help available, and Jenny recognized that she could never have an abortion now because she couldn’t live with herself. Praise God for Jenny’s change of heart!

This incident occurred when CBR teamed up with Canadian Centre for Bio-Ethical Reform (CCBR) for another tour of four Florida universities in February 10-20, 2020.

CBR has been taking abortion photo displays to Florida universities since 1999, including this February 2020 visit to University of Central Florida. This means an entire generation of students has been educated about the realities of abortion. Consider how many babies have been saved! God knows. We thank God that Sister Judith Delaney determined to bring our Genocide Awareness Project that first year.
ON November 17, CBR-UK boldly took to the streets of London to challenge “essential health care” related to the abortion pill. Our team followed social distancing guidelines as they displayed our newest signs that illustrate two gruesome aspects of the abortion pill: the bloody process that kills the baby and the disposal of the tiny child down the toilet and into the sewer system. Police were on CBR-UK’s heels, opining that CBR-UK’s public work was not essential work - it looked like a protest to them. Our team followed CBR Executive Director Gregg Cunningham’s recommendation and explained that if the government has determined that disseminating the abortion pill is essential work, then our abortion pill education signs are also essential. Our team asked police what law was being violated; we teach our affiliates to be confident as they interact with the police. We know the law, and we are willing to go to court. This takes the power of intimidation away from those who wrongly oppose our work. Several photo journalists enthusiastically took pictures of our signs, including the Press Association, the Telegraph and the British Medical Journal.

CBR-UK displayed another sign on December 5 which showed British Health Minister Matt Hancock’s West Suffolk constituency the consequences of his abortion policies. Mr. Hancock was instrumental in instituting “pills-by-post” - the direct mailing of abortion pills to women. We showed voters the horrors these pills produce. CBR-UK’s Head of Communications Ruth Rawlins noted that Hancock may be the most despised politician in the UK due to the chaos caused by his pandemic policies. Many passersby thanked our British team for raising awareness of yet another mess Hancock has caused. One woman passionately defended our signs, saying people need to know the truth. She shared how her daughter could have died had she not found her hemorrhaging from taking these abortion pills at home.
New CBR affiliate in Pakistan

Some 75,000 different viewers visited our AbortionNO.org website in 2020. The internet enables us to reach people worldwide, including those who want to do pro-life work in their own countries. In that connection, we are pleased to have a new CBR affiliate in Pakistan. This year, Director Muqarab Fida has printed CBR photo signs and conducted campaigns to educate Pakistani women about prenatal development and abortion. CBR-Pakistan has also created a website with help from CBR-US and CBR-Sweden. Mr. Fida asks for our prayers “so we can spread this message to the whole Pakistan.” What a tremendous goal!

Prayer Requests

- Justice to prevail in our nation
- 2021 GAP, Revival and Prenatal Projects
- Provision for our international affiliates

Events

Key States Initiative
Trucks in Georgia through January 5 Election Day

Choice Signs
Nov. 21 Glendale, AZ

Media/Livestream Interviews
Dec. 1 SW Coalition for Life Banquet, Texas

Thank you for standing with us in 2020. We pray that you will assist us in 2021 for the glory of God.

“...because of the tender mercy of our God, by which the rising sun will come to us from heaven to shine on those living in darkness and in the shadow of death, to guide our feet into the path of peace.”

LUKE 1:78-79

Appreciation for CBR’s ministry

A Ph.D. in Texas sent an email on Dec. 2, 2020 saying, “I have been looking for a resource like this one, and it is the best one of its kind I have ever seen.”

- [I] worked with CBR for GAP at Indiana University, [and I am] continuing the fight here in Bloomington. October 30, 2020 AbortionNO.org web survey

- Gregg Cunningham received the Andy Anderson Friend of Gateway Award from Gateway Pregnancy Center. Gregg had been a guest on the (late) Andy Anderson radio show years ago. Gateway played a video message from Mr. Cunningham at the 35th Annual Gateway Pregnancy Center Virtual Celebration via Facebook Live and YouTube on Thursday October 22, 2020.

- In the 2020 Charlotte Lozier Report entitled “Pregnancy Centers Stand the Test of Time,” CBR was briefly featured along with the Pregnancy Help Clinic of Glendale for pioneering the conversion of pregnancy help centers to medical clinics. The Pregnancy Help Clinic of Glendale was directed from 1988-1995 by CBR Director of Crisis Pregnancy Outreach Lois (Hunnicutt) Cunningham, R.N.

To God be the glory!
My daughter could have died had I not found her hemorrhaging from taking these abortion pills at home.

Woman from West Suffolk, England